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Alternative signature of TeV strings: Reduction in QCD jet production
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In string theory, it is well known that any hard scattering amplitude inevitably suffers exponential suppres-
sion. We demonstrate that, if the string scale isMs,2 TeV, this intrinsically stringy behavior leads to a
dramatic reduction in the QCD jet production rate with very high transverse momentapT>2 TeV at CERN
LHC. This suppression is sufficient to be observed in the first year of low-luminosity running. Our prediction
is based on the universal behavior of string theory, and therefore is qualitatively model independent. This
signature is alternative and complementary to conventional ones such as Regge resonance~or string ball or
black hole! production.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of D-branes in string theory@1# has greatly
enhanced the phenomenological investigation of the inter
ing possibility that we are living in a four-dimensional su
space ~‘‘3-brane’’! of a larger D-dimensional world
~‘‘bulk’’ !, which reveals itself through the gravitational inte
action above the TeV scale@2#.1 The hierarchy between th
electroweak scale and the four-dimensional Planck scale
be solved by arranging the volume of the extraD24 dimen-
sions so as to lower the fundamental gravitational scale
the D-dimensional theory down toO(1 TeV) @2#. This idea
can be realized as a class of models in string theory~see Ref.
@4# and citations therein!, which possess the following cha
acteristics in general. The fundamental string scaleMs is
around TeV, whereMs is defined asMs5a821/2 with a8
being the string tension. The graviton corresponds to
massless mode of the closed string in the bulk, while
standard model fields are realized as the massless mod
open strings whose end points are on the D3-brane.~In gen-
eral, the ‘‘extra’’ D24 dimensions are compactified with
‘‘large’’ radius which is; fm–mm depending onD, and the
remaining 102D dimensions are compactified with strin
length.! In this paper we present a model-independent p
diction derived from the universal nature of TeV scale str
theory.

When the string scale is around TeV, we may expect s
nals at the CERN Large Hadron Collider~LHC!, whose
center-of-mass energy is designed to beAs514 TeV. The
most direct signature of the TeV strings would be the p
duction of excited string states observed as a numbe
Regge resonances@5–7#. We note, however, that there exi
other new physics such as technicolor theories@8# or preon
models@9# which also provide similar resonance events su
as ‘‘technihadrons’’ or excited states of the known fermio

*Email address: kin-ya.oda@kek.jp
†Email address: okadan@physics.umd.edu
1The idea of the extra dimensions above the TeV scale was

posed earlier@3#.
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It is not easy, in a hadron collider, to exclude other possi
particle theories and confirm the TeV scale string theory o
from the observation of the resonance states.

In addition, there are somewhat perplexing consequen
of semiclassical TeV scale gravity: a black hole might

formed and hide all the interactions for the process atAŝ

@MD @10,11#, whereAŝ andMD are the center-of-mass en
ergy of the scattering partons and theD-dimensional Planck
scale, respectively.2 It has been suggested that the black h
production cross section is simply given by the geometri
cross sections5pRS

2 , whereRS is the Schwarzschild radiu
of the black hole whose mass is equal toŝ. This claim is
based on the assumption that the classical hoop conjectu
valid for the quantum process of the partons and thus
black hole formation occurs whenever the impact param
is smaller thanRS . However, this proposition based on sem
classical quantum gravity is still being debated@12–14#.

On the other hand, it has been claimed that black h
formation occurs in TeV scale string theory@15# due to the
correspondence principle for black holes and strings@16,17#.
The picture is as follows. As one raises the energy of
string scattering, highly excited string states are produ
and tangled to form ‘‘string balls.’’ If one raises the energ
further, the amplitude of the string ball production would
smoothly connected with that of the semiclassical black h
production at the ‘‘correspondent point.’’ Here, we note th
while the correspondence principle is safe for the static s
ation ~entropy!, there is no evidence of it for the dynamic
process (S-matrix! involving non-Bogomol’nyi-Prasad-
Sommerfield~BPS! black holes.3 The problem here is tha
the energy range which can be explored at LHC is not h
enough@11# so that the semiclassical treatment of the p
duced black hole is less reliable. Therefore, even if the bl
hole is really produced, a deeper understanding of the co
spondence principle is necessary to analyze the physical
cess in detail.

o-

2The D-dimensional Planck scale is given byMD

;gs
22/(D22)Ms , wheregs is the string coupling constant.

3We thank M. Natsuume for bringing this point to our attention
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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In order to complement the conventional signature
resonance mode~or string ball or black hole! production,
which involves the complicated arguments above, it is i
portant to find an alternative. In this paper we employ
hard-scattering behavior of the string amplitude. It is w
known that any string amplitudes are exponentially s
pressed in the hard scattering limit@18,19#. In order to dem-
onstrate this stringy suppression, we examine the QCD
production rate with very high transverse momentum.
show that, depending on the string scale, the rate is dram
cally reduced from the standard model prediction. This re
is the reflection of the intrinsically stringy structure and
distinct from any other new~particle! physics.

II. HARD SCATTERING LIMIT OF STRING AMPLITUDES

Gross and Mende have shown that any closed string
plitudes exhibit a universal behavior in the hard scatter
limit, i.e., s→` with fixed t/s @18#. Since these amplitude
are dominated by the tachyonic form factors, this behavio
independent of the type of string theory~bosonic string, su-
perstrings, heterotic strings, etc.!, the perturbative string
vacuum, and external states of the scattering@19#. This argu-
ment has also been extended to open strings@20#. The
G-loop amplitude was found to be exponentially suppress4

as

AG~s,t !;e2a8s f(u)/(G11), ~1!

where the positive functionf (u) is given in terms ofl
52t/s5sin2(u/2) by f (u)52l logl2(12l)log(12l).
This amplitude reproduces the hard scattering limits of b
the Veneziano~open string! and Virasoro-Shapiro~closed
string! amplitudes at the tree level,G50.

Although the perturbation series of Eq.~1! is badly diver-
gent, it is still possible to evaluate the limit of the amplitu
with its leading terms resummed to all orders by utilizi
Borel transform techniques@22#. The resultant suppression
found to be milder, but is still significant:

AMO~s,t !;e2cAa8s f(u), ~2!

wherec is a factor having little angle dependence and is
principle calculable.5 For simplicity, we setc51 in the fol-
lowing analysis.

In the toy model of the TeV scale string theory, it has be
shown at the tree level@7# that every standard model ampl
tude ~corresponding to the open string scattering! is multi-
plied by acommonstringy form factor

4When initial momenta are transverse to the D-brane, the h
scattering behavior could be modified to the power-law suppres
@21#. In our case, initial memonta are parallel to the D-brane~‘‘our’’
3-brane!, and we may expect the same exponentially suppres
amplitude.

5For example, we obtainc.1.2 for the tachyon scattering in th
bosonic closed string theory whengs is set equal to the QCD cou
pling constant.
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S~s,t !5
G~12a8s!G~12a8t !

G~12a8s2a8t !
, ~3!

which is essentially the Veneziano amplitude. A similar res
with different factorF(s,t,u,m2) is found for the emission
of the graviton~or the production of Kaluza-Klein excita
tions! which corresponds to the tree level closed string em
sion @5,7#. Here, m is the mass of the Kaluza-Klein mod
which is negligible whenD.6 @4#. It can be confirmed tha
both the hard scattering limits ofS(s,t) andF(s,t,u,0) re-
produce the universal behavior of Eq.~1! with G50 @7#.
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the hard scatte
amplitude ~of the standard model particles! in TeV scale
string theory is described by the standard model amplit
multiplied by the resummed stringy factorA(s,t)

5e2Aa8s f(u) such that

ds

dt
5

ds

dt U
SM

uA~s,t !u2. ~4!

This is the basic formula in our analysis.6

In what follows, we give several comments to clarify o
arguments. Firstly, if the known particles have further su
structures as in preon models, the hard scattering ampli
will, in general, become soft at high energies. An interest
feature of string theory is that the stringy structure makes
hard scattering process much softer than any local fi
theory can do. The history of hadronic interactions tells
that this point played a crucial role in excluding the du
resonance~string! model, while giving support for the QCD
parton model~see, e.g. Ref.@23#!. Thus our result is distinct
from any other new particle physics.

Secondly, we note that a string amplitude such asS(s,t)
is, in general, a rapidly varying function with many zer
and poles. The poles correspond to the existence of the r
nance states. Although the factore2a8s f(u)/(G11) in the hard
scattering limit is evaluated off the poles, we can regard it
the amplitude suitably averaged over all zeros and poles~see,
e.g.Ref.@23#!. Indeed, we can find the same suppression f
tor even on the pole, if we appropriately take the width in
account and remove the singularity.

Finally, there is another limit of the scattering amplitud
in the string theory called the Regge limit, i.e.,s→` with t
fixed @24#. In this limit, the amplitude behaves a
;(a8s)a8t1a(0), where a constanta(0) is the intercept.7 In
the argument of Ref.@15#, the production cross section of th
string balls is a monotonically increasing function ofs, and is

rd
n

ed

6We can explicitly show thatS(s,t).A2pa8s tan(u/2)e2a8s f(u)

utilizing Stirling’s formula. The prefactorA2pa8s tan(u/2) leads to
the subleading contributions in Eq.~2! after the Borel resummation
Even if we naively multiply the stringy factor in Eq.~4! by this
prefactor, our final prediction~namely, the deficit in the QCD-je
production rate! is modified only by a factor,O(10), and hence
our conclusion is not changed.

7The intercept is positive for the realistic theory having massl
modes in the mass spectrum. In particulara(0)50 for S(s,t).
5-2
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ALTERNATIVE SIGNATURE OF TeV STRINGS: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 095005~2002!
connected to that of the black hole at the correspond
point. This seems to suggest that, in the string picture, bl
hole production corresponds to the contributions from
2a(0)/a8&t&0 in the Regge region since the fixed ang
~hard scattering!amplitude is exponentially suppressed.8

In the black hole picture, all the substructures smaller th
the Schwarzschild radius would be hidden and most parti
would be emitted by evaporation through Hawking radiatio
Consequently the rate of the emission of the hard qua
higher than the Hawking temperature is exponentially s
pressed due to the Planck distribution of Hawking radiat
such that;e2E/T. From this point of view it is interesting
that, in the string picture, the perturbative behavior;e2E2

in
Eq. ~1! is modified to;e2E as in Eq.~2! when summed up
to all orders.

While all our calculations in this paper are performed
the string picture, the exponential suppression of the h
scatterings might be considered as a consequence of b
hole formation, if the correspondence principle is valid a
for the S-matrix and black holes are really formed as
claimed in Ref.@15#.

III. HIGH pT JET PRODUCTION RATE

In order to demonstrate the stringy effect in the hard sc
tering limit, we study the QCD jet production rate with ve
high transverse momentum. At LHC, highpT events can be
triggered using reasonablepT

min5O(100 GeV) @26# which is
far below the scaleO(1 TeV) considered here. We tak
pT

min52 TeV, for which trigger efficiency would be pract
cally 100%. The jet resolution is expected to be of ord
10 GeV, hence negligible for our purposes. The jet prod
tion cross section~which is dominated by QCD scattering
among quarks and gluons!for a given interval of the trans
verse momentum@pT ,pT1DpT# is evaluated by

Ds [ pT ,pT1DpT]~s!5E
0

1

dx1E
0

1

dx2E d t̂

3(
i jkl

1

11dkl
f i~x1 ,Q! f j~x2 ,Q!

3
dŝ i j →kl

d t̂
U

SM

uA~ ŝ, t̂ !u2, ~5!

where ŝ, t̂ , and û are the Mandelstam variables of th
parton-parton scattering obeyingŝ5x1x2s and ŝ1 t̂1û50;
the region of integration fort̂ is determined by the condition
pT

2, t̂ û/ ŝ,(pT1DpT)2 and ŝ1 t̂.0 for each set ofx1 and
x2 ; f i are parton distribution functions,i , j ,k,l are summed
over gluon and quark flavors, andQ is the typical energy of
the parton scattering defined asQ252ŝt̂ û/( ŝ21 t̂21û2).
dŝ i j →kl /d t̂uSM are the QCD parton-level cross sections

8This correspondence in the Regge region was mentioned in
earlier work@25#.
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the standard model~summarized, e.g., in Ref.@27#!. In our
analysis, we employ CTEQ5M1@28# for the parton distribu-
tion functions.

The result is shown in Fig. 1. Here, the center-of-ma
energyAs is taken atAs514 TeV as is designed for LHC
We have plotted the number of events per year for the Q
jet production expected for the low-luminosity runnin
(10 fb21/yr) within 100 GeV bin from pT52 TeV to
3 TeV. The solid line denotes the standard model predict
and the lines below correspond to the predictions of T
scale string theory with the string scale fromMs52 TeV to
0.5 TeV.

In this analysis we have applied the stringy fact

e2Aa8ŝf (u) only when ŝ.10Ms
2 @i.e.we have conservatively

appliedA( ŝ, t̂ )51 when ŝ<10Ms
2].9 The result barely de-

pends on the value of this cutoff; the conditionŝ.10Ms
2 is

already satisfied in most regions of the integration that
perform at very high transverse momenta.10

he

9It is estimated that the hard scattering limit is applicable atN

*(gs
2/4p)21, whereN;a8ŝ @29#. Note that we are treating QCD

scatterings with the coupling constantg;1 and also that the string
coupling constant is expected to be ofO(1) in the original consid-
eration of the TeV scale string theory@4#.

10More explicitly, this condition is satisfied in all the region o
2 TeV<pT<3 TeV for Ms,1.5 TeV. In Fig. 1, we can observ
the influence of this cutoff atpT,2.4 TeV, 2.8 TeV and 2 TeV
<pT<3 TeV for Ms51.5 TeV, 1.75 TeV and 2 TeV, respectively

FIG. 1. Number of jet production events per year in t
100 GeV bin, expected to be observed in the LHC with the fi
low-luminosity running (10 fb21/yr). The solid line is the standard
model prediction and the lines below are the corresponding res
in TeV scale string theory with the string scale varied fromMs

52 TeV to 0.5 TeV.
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IV. SUMMARY

We have demonstrated that the exponential suppressio
the hard scattering amplitude in TeV scale string theory le
to a dramatic reduction in the production rate of the QC
jets with very high transverse momentumpT>2 TeV at
LHC when the string scale is atMs,2 TeV. This deficit is
sufficient to be observed in the first year low-luminosity ru
ning. This signature is complementary to the conventio
signature of Regge resonance~or string ball or black hole!
production. We note that although we have presented
calculation only with the leading QCD scatterings amo
quarks and gluons,any other standard model cross sectio
will suffer the same suppression due to the universal na
of the high energy behavior of the string theory. It is wor
investigating various hard scattering processes in the
scale string theory.

Note added

In our calculation, we have considered the string lo
corrections. In the field theory, the infrared divergences fr
virtual soft gluon loops are canceled by the real soft glu
emissions from external lines and are absent when we tre
properly constructed jet cross section. This cancellation
not altered in the string theory. This can be explained in t
ways. Firstly, string amplitude is calculated in such a w
that external lines are inserted as vertex operators, whic
already mode expanded and the ‘‘field-theoretical limit’’
B

li,

s.
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taken ~by utilizing the modular invariance!, and therefore
treatment of this type of infrared divergences~i.e. the argu-
ment of attaching virtual and real soft gluon lines onto e
ternal lines! is not modified from the field-theoretical trea
ment. Secondly, the fact that the sum of virtual and real s
gluon contributions may be calculated by a properly co
structed jet cross section follows from the unitarity of t
theory. We note that the theory remains unitary when we
beyond the low energy effective theory to string theory.

The precise value of the infrared cutoff is not important
our conclusion because we are estimating a kind of inclus
cross section of the highpT jet event with any number o
additional jets. Though no one has ever succeeded in ex
itly showing that the 2→N process is always suppressed
string theory when 2→2 process is exponentially sup
pressed, this fact is widely believed and proving this is b
yond the scope of the current paper. In this paper we sim
assume that this is the case and present that domina
→2 contributions are suppressed.
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